
OPEN SATURDAYS
8:00am - 12:00pm

Expires January 31, 2020

• Shovels • Rakes • Power Tools
• Hard Hats • Measuring Tapes • Hydration
• Gloves • Ear Protection • Lasers
• Boots • Hand Tools • Welding

WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED!

WE WORK
WINTER.
See back cover for 
winter gear.
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40 MEDIUM BINS
A great way to see and 
organize all your small parts! 
Sorting is a snap with a 
clear integral ticket holder 
located on the front extrusion. 
Clear extruded fronts mean 
that you’ll always know the 
contents of each storage 
compartment.   
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST.
# MUL JL106HZ (HORIZ) 
# MUL JL106VT (VERT)

$75.95
REG $119.43

STAX CABINET
Stax cabinets are perfect 
for dealers, jobbers and 
large users. These popular 
assortments have a wide 
range of carefully selected 
items in balanced quantities.
# PAP 022-093 (4) 
# PAP 022-091 (6)

$193.95
REG $225.32

STEEL CHEST 
42X20X23-3/4
42” long chest provides 9.3 
Cubic ft of usable storage 
space. One-piece 7-gauge 
reinforced bolster on both 
ends reinforces the bottom of 
the chest to prevent damage 
if dropped.

# JOB 1-653990

$492.95
REG $563.06

19-3/4 LOW PRO 
TOOL BOX
Low profile design makes 
it ideal for storing and 
transporting small tool sets. 
High gloss scratch and 
corrosion resistant powder 
coat paint finish.

# GRA 9101

$30.95
REG $33.49

24 HAND TOOL BOX
Includes removable tote 
tray. High gloss, scratch and 
corrosion resistant powder 
coat paint finish. Chrome 
plated handles and latches for 
a premium look.

# GRA 9104

$73.95
REG $82.15

PROFESSIONAL 
TOOL SET
The crescent mechanic’s tool 
sets are for industrial jobs. 
They come with durable, full 
polish Crestoloy alloy steel 
ratchets, drive tools, and 
sockets that are reliable and 
resist rust and wear.

$79.99
# CRE CTK70MPN (70 PC)

$109.99
# CRE CTK128MP2-N (128 PC)

$149.99
# CRE CTK148MP (148 PC)

$157.99
# CRE CTK170MPN (170 PC)

11PC ADJUSTABLE 
WRENCH SET
Includes a standard adjustable 
wrench with a maximum 
1-1/8” jaw capacity, but the 
jaw on the wrench head can be 
easily removed and reversed, 
turning it into an adjustable 
pipe wrench. The opposite end 
features a traditional hang-hole 
that has been transformed into 
a ratcheting pass-thru ratchet 
head that can be used with the 
included SAE/Metric universal 
sockets.

# CRE CPTAW8

$39.99

SHOCKFORCE TAPE
Diamond-coated end hook 
grabs material from every 
direction and prevents 
slippage. Narrow blade 
technology offers reduced 
weight when carrying a tape all 
day on the job site.

$37.99
# LUF L1125CME (25’)
# LUF L1125B (25’)
# LUF L1125 (25’)

$32.99 
# LUF L1116CME (16’)
# LUF L1116B (16’)

TRMS MULTIMETER
Delivers accurate true RMS 
AC current and voltage plus 
frequency, capacitance, 
resistance, continuity and 
diode measurements.

# FLU 1564551

$394.95
REG $477.29

INDUSTRIAL TRUE 
RMS METER
Identify complex signal 
problems fast. Supports 
accurate measurements on 
VFDs using a low-pass filter.

# FLU 2074974

$565.95
REG $683.99
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ELECTRICAL 
TESTER
Be safer: Measure voltage 
to 1000 V ac through the 
open fork, without test leads. 
Be faster: No need to open 
covers or remove wire nuts. Be 
more efficient: Simultaneously 
measure voltage and current.

# FLU 4910269

$383.95
REG $488.29

6PC 3/8DR IMP 
DRIVER SET
Free frozen bolts and screws 
by twisting the tool in the 
direction of the rotation and 
holding while striking with a 
hammer. Reverse action to 
tighten bolts.

# GEA 1140

$32.95
REG $42.52

10,000 LUMEN LED 
WORKLIGHT
100W LED assembly saves 
power, lasts over 30,000 
hours. More resistant to 
shock, generates much less 
heat than comparable halogen 
lights.

# GHJ LWLP10000

$74.95
REG $97.40

2X10,000 TRIPOD 
WORKLIGHT
176 individual SMD LEDs. 
Tripod height with lights over 
6.5m. Each light has its own 
switch and convenient tilt and 
swivel knobs.

# GHJ LWLT20000

$182.95
REG $236.72

25PC FRACTNL TAP 
& DIE SET
Dies are ideal for routine 
maintenance, repair work & 
for rethreading where high 
accuracy & tolerance thread is 
not critical. Taps have straight 
flutes which are ground to 
provide rapid chip removal for 
efficient threading.

# IRW 97094ZR

$447.95
REG $521.97

4-IN-1 PRO-SERIES 
HACKSAW
4-in1 pro series hacksaw 
frame. Includes 12” hacksaw 
blade, and 8” reciprocating 
blade. Frame is designed to 
hold blades at a tension of 
up to 30,000 PSI for smooth 
straight cuts, whether in 
standard, 45 degree angle, or 
low profile configurations.

# NIC 80975

$41.95
REG $53.40

HACKSAW FRAME 
W/12” BLD
Has a blade length of 12” 
and has a heavy duty frame 
with blade storage. This saw 
allows very high blade tension 
for accurate and fast cuts 
and has a strong rectangular 
back section for blade storage 
with easy to handle retaining 
screws.

# SAN 225-PLUS

$34.95
REG $41.37

12” HACKSAW 
BLADE
Precision ground teeth for all 
kinds of metal sawing. Blade 
back made of strong, flexible 
spring steel with a tooth line of 
high-alloyed super high speed 
steel bi-metal.
# SAN 12-18 (18 TOOTH)
# SAN 12-24 (24 TOOTH)
# SAN 12-32 (32 TOOTH)

$1.99
REG $2.44

GROUND CLAMP
High quality copper alloy 
with high strength ball point 
connection.

$12.95
REG $17.13
# WEL AGC300 (300 AMP) 

$13.95
REG $19.00
# WEL AGC500 (500 AMP)

BLUE ROD GUARD
Resealable welding electrode 
storage canister. Certified 
chloride-free and features a 
threaded cap with long-
lasting neoprene seal to keep 
electrodes airtight, preventing 
them from being contaminated 
with atmospheric moisture.

$12.95
REG $16.40
# WEL RG100

 $14.95
REG $19.76
# WEL RG200
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V HEAD FOLD-A-
JACK
2,500 lb capacity. Folds up 
for storage ease. Quick-action 
lock washer for quick height 
positioning.

# SUM 781300

$179.95
REG $241.92

CABLE 
CONNECTORS HD
These cable connectors are 
designed to be fully insulated 
with rubber boots. They offer 
enhanced conductivity ratings 
to ensure max power transfer.

# WEL BWCCS

$10.95
REG $15.21

GROUND CLAMP
Can be used in stick welding, 
submerged arc welding, 
gas metal arc welding and 
gas tungsten arc welding 
applications. Rugged and 
reliable copper cast design. 
Heavy duty insulated spring.

# WEL GCT300

$25.95
REG $34.50

ELECTRODE 
HOLDER
Tweco style electrode holder 
is ergonomically designed 
with a newly designed lever 
for good hand clearance and 
better hold. The efficiently 
grooved jaw design insures a 
firm electrode grip wile the fully 
insulated, high-strength spring 
keeps the electrode right 
where you want it.

# WEL PA316

$30.95
REG $42.04

CONE CHISEL 
CHIPPING HAMMR
Long-neck tomahawk 
offers 50% greater handle 
support and protection from 
splinters when working over 
edges. Heads are secured 
by a process that virtually 
eliminates loosening.

# WEL ATLWH20

$18.95
REG $25.11

600MM SCRAPER
Great for removing paint, 
wallpaper, adhesives etc. 
Fracture-resistant solid blades 
for durability. Uses common 
l-blades.

# KDS SCL600

$21.95
REG $25.63

3ROW BRASS 
MNTCE BRUSH
For general cleaning in the 
plating, metal finishing, aircraft 
and missile industries. Also 
used with inert arc aluminum 
welding.

# WEI 44189

$3.39
REG $4.35

SS BRUSH PLASTIC 
HNDL
Small hand scratch brush. 
3x7 bristle rows. Plastic block. 
.006 Gauge stainless steel 
wire.

# WEI 44075

$2.99
REG $3.56

SHARPFORCE FILE 
GUIDE 7/32
Files both the cutter and depth 
gauge at one time, maintaining 
optimum cutting performance 
of the saw chain.

# HUS 653 00 00-34

$33.15
REG $42.18

DRESSER  U11210
Designed to true bench wheels 
to correct shape. Quickly 
removes foreign material 
embedded in the face of the 
wheel.

# DES 0-DRESSER

$43.75
REG $61.43
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TWIN HOSE 
ASSEMBLY
Economical welding hose for 
applications with acetylene 
fuel gas only. Has a non-
oil resistant cover. Has a 
corrugated cover for added 
abrasion resistance.

$34.95
REG $47.82
# WEL 1425 (1/4X25)

$54.95
REG $75.09
# WEL 1450 (1/4X50)

14” ABRASIVE 
WHEEL
Portable cut-off wheel for all 
ferrous materials such as 
steel, cast and other hard 
metals. Single sheets and 
internally reinforced. Depth 
16”, thickness 1/8”, height 
1”. Max RPM 3400

# MAK A-05044

$8.95
REG $11.18

71 PC AIR TOOL KIT
Comes with 1/2” impact 
wrench, 3/8” ratchet wrench, 
air hammer and 1/4” die 
grinder.

# KIN 8171

$119.99
REG $194.71

18V LION BAT 
CHARGE KIT
Optimum charging system 
incorporates 3 active controls 
that provide an optimal charge 
and ensures batteries cannot 
be over-discharged or over-
heated during the charging 
cycle. Charges 18V batteries 
in 15 minutes!

# MAK Y-00284

$237.95
REG $277.40

18V DRILL & 
IMPACT
Combo kit includes 1/2” 
cordless hammer drill/driver 
with brushless motor. 1/4” 
cordless impact driver with 
brushless motor. 2 18V li-ion 
batteries, rapid charger and 
plastic carrying case.

# MAK DLX2176M

$539.00
REG $606.88

16 GAUGE 
STRAIGHT SHEAR
Small circumference housing 
delivers more comfort, control 
and maneuverability. Motor 
housing and rear cover are 
ribbed for better gripping.

# MAK JS1601

$543.95
REG $579.63

M12 SOLDERING 
IRON
The soldering iron delivers fast 
application speeds by reaching 
operational temperature 
in under 18 seconds and 
maintaining an optimized 
temperature throughout the 
most demanding applications.

# MIL 2488-21

$183.95
REG $195.72

8 GALLON DUST 
EXTRACTOR
The Milwaukee 8-gallon dust 
extractor provides users with 
an OSHA-compliant solution 
for the regulation on respirable 
crystalline silica dust. An 
automatic filter cleaning 
mechanism helps maintain 
consistent airflow and suction 
at 148 CFM in tough dust-
production applications.

# MIL 8960-20

$859.95
REG $916.64

12V/18V/20V 
JOBSITE RADIO
The DCR018 is a compact 
worksite radio with a device 
storage box that protects 
digital audio devices from 
jobsite debris and damage, 
heavy duty design with roll 
cage increases durability to 
withstand jobsite conditions.

# DEW DCR018

$156.95
REG $170.80

60V 1/2’’ STUD/
JOINT DRILL
Features a 1/2” chuck and 
brushless motor that provides 
corded power in a cordless 
solution. Ideal for plumbers, 
electricians, and HVAC 
installers who need to drill 
large diameter holes in wood.

# DEW DCD460B

$390.95
REG $447.99
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20V CAULKING GUN
Variable speed trigger allows 
for increased control over the 
flow of your adhesive. Anti-drip 
feature automatically retracts 
the plunging rod once trigger 
is released preventing excess 
adhesive from dripping out.

# DEW DCE580B

$276.95
REG $328.77

TOUGH SYSTEM
Customizable, portable, durable! 
This system will protect your tools 
from the harsh conditions found on 
the jobsite. The carrier has heavy-
duty rubber wheels that maneuver 
with ease on rough terrain, so the 
entire system goes where you go!

$227.95
REG $312.20
# DEW DWST08210 (CARRIER)

$65.95
REG $75.85
# DEW DWST08201 (SMALL)

$69.95
REG $80.49
# DEW DWST08203 (LARGE)

$84.95
REG $97.29
# DEW DWST08204 (XLARGE)

M12 COMPACT 
INFLATOR
The M12 compact inflator 
delivers fast, accurate, easy 
inflation with the portability 
to take anywhere. Rated to 
delivery over 120PSI, the high 
efficiency motor and pump top-
off car tires in under 1 minute.

# MIL 2475-21XC

$218.95
REG $233.32

1GA X 20FT 
500AMP  CABLE
100% copper welding 
type cable for maximum 
conductivity and flexibility. 
Tangle proof construction. 
Cables stay flexible even in 
sub zero temperatures.

# QUI 602332-001

$164.50
REG $191.92

1250LB ENGINE 
STAND
Designed for positioning and 
transporting automobile and 
light truck engines. Heavy duty 
tubular steel construction. 
Heavy duty welded reinforced 
steel base.

# STR 030353

$263.91
REG $307.90

SAFETY STAND
Provide safe, secure support 
for vehicles once lifted 
and when doing under car 
maintenance. Constructed of 
heavier steel. Large support 
saddles.

$197.01
REG $229.85
# STR 032222 (5T)

 $441.01
REG $514.52
# STR 032228 (10T)

50W 28” BATTERY 
BLANKET
The 28” battery blanket heater 
wraps around the battery to 
heat up the battery core to 60-
70 degrees for quick starts.

# TEM 2800055

$31.95
REG $46.02

2 SPEED DEFROST 
FAN
The long-lasting defroster fan 
keeps your windshield clear 
on the coldest days. Flip the 
switch and your 12 or 24 volt 
defroster fan will get to work 
so you can hit the road.

$156.67
REG $182.78 
# TEM 7602855 (12V) 

$166.85
REG $194.67
 # TEM 7602891 (24V)

12V 5/8 CAB & 
CARGO HEATER
Crafted of durable, blackened 
metal. Ultra-sturdy tubular 
steel construction. 12V, 
17,500 BTU. Rear top 
connections.

# TEM 7000101

$399.99
REG $478.70

12V 17,500 BTU 
CAB HEATER
This zerostart 17,500 BTU cab 
heater mounts to the wall of 
your van, bus or RV to provide 
plenty of warmth while saving 
space. 12V auxiliary heater 
uses warmth from your engine 
to efficiently heat your cab as 
you drive.

# TEM 7000501

$369.99
REG $431.74
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1500W-120V CIRC 
HEATER
Industrial tank heater is 
thermostatically controlled. 
Opens at 190deg F, closes at 
151deg F. Vertical installation 
only. Heavy duty 3-wire 5’ 
attached cord.

# TEM 2204037

$99.95
REG $131.81

12/3 BLUE/
ORANGE TRI-TAP
Arctic blue extreme 
temperature TPE rubber 
extension cords provide 
outstanding performance in 
extreme climate conditions at 
temperatures from -50 deg C 
up to +105 deg C.

$34.95
REG $55.95
# PRI LT630825 (25’)

$63.95
REG $103.95 
# PRI LT630830 (50’)

$120.95
REG $195.85
# PRI LT630835 (100’) 

2-ROW SNOW 
BRUSH
Constructed with high quality 
material for long lasting 
durability. Strong ice scraper 
with ice chippers removes ice 
quickly and easily.

# MAL 203CT

$2.95
REG $3.56

36” FOAM HEAD 
SNOW BRUSH
This anti-scratch snow brush 
has an EVA foam head, a 
technology that is much 
gentler on the body of your car. 
Equipped also with an ultra-
robust polycarbonate scraper, 
this tool is a must have in 
your car.

# GAR G36SBMSV

$16.95
REG $18.54

POLY SNOW 
PUSHER
An ideal product for clearing 
snow from your asphalt of 
paving stone driveway.

$13.95
REG $16.11
# GAR NPP21KD (21”)

$19.95
REG $22.39
# GAR NPP26KD (26”)

BLUE POLY SNOW 
PUSHER
Solid ash handle is stained 
to help prevent chipping and 
water damage. D-style grip 
makes using these shovels 
comfortable and easy. Poly 
blade offers flexibility in cold 
temperatures.

$14.95
REG $32.46
# TUF TGPP21KD (21”)

$18.95
REG $32.46 $40.66
# TUF TGPP26KD (26”)

24” 2-STAGE 
SNOWBLOWER
Developed for homeowners 
who need a high-performing 
snow thrower to clear snow 
from large driveways to 
pathways. It works regardless 
of surface type thanks to the 
adjustable skid shoes.

# HUS ST224

$1,199.99
REG $1,252.13

48” ICE SCRAPER
Cut easily through layers of ice 
and hardened snow with this 
sidewalk scraper. Equipped 
with a stamped and tempered 
steel blade for maximum 
strength.

# GAR NHSW7

$16.75
REG $19.32

ALASKAN ICE MELT 
20KG BAG
Alaskan premium ice melter 
will help you prevent slips 
and falls. Fast-acting and long 
lasting, it is effective to -31 
deg C.

# ALA 8403951

$21.99
REG $25.16

1FINGER MITT 
GRAIN LEATHER
Grain cowhide mitt. 1-finger 
style, gauntlet pull-out. Wing 
thumb. Gauntlet cuff w/split 
leather gore and bound hem. 
Removable pile liner.

# GLO 50-9-875-L

$14.66
REG $18.05
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SITE 
PERFORMANCE 
WINTER
Thinsulate lined for added 
warmth. High visibility spandex 
back hand for breathability. 
Heavy foam knuckle with silver 
rubber finger protectors for 
increased visibility.

# GLO 20-9-10690 (S-XXL)

$29.64
REG $36.48

COWHIDE 
THINSULATE
Premium grade cowhide grain 
leather. Breathable cotton/
canvas back. Thinsulate lined 
for added warmth.

# GLO 40-9-173TFL

$11.84
REG $14.58

PIG’S IN A BLANKET
3M thinsulate C40 lining. 
Fully coated nitrile/PVC blend. 
Double dipped resin finish. 
Slip-on style safety cuff.

# GLO 9WB67

$9.41
REG $11.58

SHOCK TROOPER 
LINED
Lightweight 3M thinsulate C40 
palm and C100 back lining. 
Cutshield is a cut resistant 
liner made from a blend of 
P-aramid steel and modacrylic 
fibers..

# GLO 95785 (S-XXXL)

$47.32
REG $58.25

BIG DAWG GLOVE
3M thinsulate C100 lining. 
Full-grain cowhide leather. 
Cotton drill back. Shirred 
elastic wrist. Slip-on style 
safety cup.

# GLO 94006HW (S-3XL)

$11.17
REG $14.17

LARGE FR EXTREME 
LINER
Cold condition liner gloves. 
Extreme thermal. Full finger 
style. Wing thumb style. 
Knit wrist cuff. Knit palm 
construction.

# GLO FR 1450 L

$9.99
REG $12.33

COWGRAIN FITTER 
LADIES SM
Economy grade full grain 
cowhide leather. Cotton drill 
back. Unlined palm. Outside 
elastic wrist. Slip on style 
safety cuff.

# GLO A281EW

$6.43
REG $7.92

RED NECK WARMER
100% Acrylic knitted. Keeps 
you warm and dry on a cool 
day. Long enough to cover your 
ears.

# PIO 562

$2.25
REG $2.58

SHOCK TROOPER 
GAUNTLET
Dryhide water and oil resistant 
full grain goatskin leather palm 
and back of hand. Vibration 
absorbing EVA padded palm 
patch and wrist patch. Stitched 
with Kevlar thread. Gauntlet 
style cuff.

# GLO 5785G (M-XL)

$43.95
REG $54.92

KERMEL 
NECKWARMER
49.5% Kermel, 49.5% FR 
Rayon, 1% Anti-static. Material 
is inherently flame resistant. 
Double layer construction. 
Tight knit.

# COV KBJ56

$15.95
REG $18.55
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BAFFIN ICE BEAR 
-50C
Specifically designed for the 
North American climate. Light 
weight abrasion resistant 
polyurethane molded boot. 
Wide fit through the calf and 
foot. Thermal PU compound 
is cold crack resistant to -50 
deg C. Metal free safety toe 
and plate.

# BAF 5157-0000-672 (8-13)

$224.95
REG $276.62

MID SOLE ICE 
CLEAT
The grip that gets the job 
done. Safe. The adjustable 
strap makes it easy to outfit 
the whole team without 
worrying about getting the 
right sizes. Easily rotate to 
the top of the foot for walking 
indoors where ice traction isn’t 
needed.

$25.95
REG $32.12
# GER K1MID 

$34.95
REG $43.95 
# GER K1MID-INT 
(INTRINSICALLY SAFE)

FIRE RESISTANT 
LONG NECK
100% Flame resistant treated 
woven cotton shell. FR-
treated crushed cotton lining. 
Polyester filling.

# PIO 565A

$20.50
REG $25.67

BLUE ULTRA SOFT 
PARKA
9 oz 88% cotton, 12% high 
tenacity nylon. Engineered for 
flame resistance. Insulation - 7 
oz flame resistant modacrylic 
insulation. Wind/vapour 
barrier.

# COV USB215 (S -XL)

$225.25
REG $257.43

BLUE ULTRA SOFT 
BIB
Trim featuring 3M scotchlite 
reflective material. Engineered 
for flame resistance. 7 oz 
flame resistant 88% cotton.

# COV USB225 (S-XL)

$238.50
REG $272.57

N95 RESPIRATOR
NIOSH approved for at least 
95% filtration efficiency against 
certain non-oil based particles. 
3M cool flow exhalation valve 
helps reduce heat build-up 
inside the respirator.

# 3-M 8511

$2.20
REG $2.65

FULL FACE 
RESPIRATOR
Large lens provides a wide 
field of view for excellent 
visibility. Lightweight well 
balanced design and silicone 
faceseal for enhanced 
comfort, durability and ease of 
cleaning.

# 3-M 6700 (SM)
# 3-M 6800 (MD) 
# 3-M 6900 (LG)

$149.00
REG $188.00

BIONIC FACE 
SHIELD
A revolutionary face shield 
designed for rugged jobs. 
Extremely lightweight and 
highly adjustable for all-day 
comfort it’s perfect for workers 
exposed to impact, chemical 
splash and airborne debris.

$24.96
REG $28.80
# UVE S8500 

$5.49
REG $6.34
# UVE S8550 (REPL LENS)

NOMEX III HARD 
HAT LINER
Fits under hard hats for flame 
resistance and maximum 
protection against the 
elements. The unique design 
includes a neck cowl and 
comes with a removable nose 
cover designed to prevent 
safety glasses from fogging.

# COV NPB275

$59.95
REG $68.90

VERMONT BLACK 
BOOT -70C
Fully polymer boot. Made 
of 100% high quality EVA 
material. Weighs only 3lbs 
/ pair. That’s 3lbs lighter 
compared to boots made of 
PVC or rubber. Stays flexible up 
to -70deg C. These boots can 
be used all year round. Has a 
removable liner made of three-
layer material.

# LEM VERMONT-BLK (8-14)

$140.95
REG $179.00
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32OZ DUAL 
EYEWASH STATION
Holds bottle firmly in place 
while allowing easy access in 
an emergency. Mounts to wall 
with provided screws. Integral 
overhand protects bottles from 
dust and debris.

# SPE 32-000462-0000

$44.25
REG $55.38

227G EMZONE 
SGNL AIR HORN
Delivers a loud, audible 
blast and keeps you safe 
in all outdoor situations. 
Great for signaling in fog, 
rescue situations or other 
emergencies.

# BEA EM-AH

$18.00
REG $30.00

ABC FIRE 
EXTINGUISHER
Multi-purpose extinguishers 
that utilize a specially 
fluidized and siliconized 
mono ammonium phosphate 
dry chemical. It chemically 
insulates Class A fires by 
melting at approximately 
350deg F and coats the 
surface to which it is applied. 
Not certified.

$69.00
REG $102.00
# AME B456X (10LB)  

$133.50
REG $199.00
#AME A411X (20LB)

18.5KG PAIL H2S 
SCAVENGER
Formulated with unique 
ingredients, H2S scavenger 
quickly and effectively helps 
reduce H2S. Can be used in a 
variety of applications and is 
extremely water soluble.

# CHE MVPSCAV100-P

$149.99
REG $170.76

HAND SANITIZER
Durable, non-linting wipes. 
Kills more than 99.99% of 
most common germs that may 
cause illness. Removes light 
soils and dirt from hands. 
Fragrance and dye-free.

# GOJ 903106-CAN00

$12.99
REG $13.97

AP-5 HIGH TEMP 
GREASE 400G
Formulated from bentone 
clay, AP-5 is noted for its high 
temperature insensitivity, 
its non melting and does 
not thicken excessively at 
temperatures as low as 0deg F.

# JET 25050

$11.99
REG $14.17

1L METHYL 
HYDRATE
Methyl hydrate, 99.9% pure is 
a multi-purpose thinner used 
primarily for thinning shellac, 
but also makes a good window 
cleaner and gas line drier. Not 
suitable for oil-based products 
or stains and is highly 
flammable.

# REC 13-391

$2.69
REG $3.20

WHEEL BEARING 
GREASE
Formulated for automotive, 
agricultural, heavy-duty and 
industrial applications. It 
is virtually waterproof and 
is more stable than all 
conventional lithium grease.

# LUC 20330

$5.60
REG $7.84

ICE OFF 340GM
Melts ice, snow and frost 
on contact. Harmless to car 
finish. Thaws frozen locks 
and is effective to sub-zero 
temperatures.

# CRC 75346

$5.99
REG $7.71

PROTOCOL K-300I 
20L
An all purpose cleaner 
designed to quickly penetrate 
dirt, oil, grease, pigments, and 
other everyday soils.

# CHE K-300I-020

$129.99
REG $140.84
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20L CITRASOLVE 
DEGREASER
Citrasolve is a heavy duty 
citrus based solvent degreaser 
that is designed for cleaning 
shop floors, heavy equipment 
and parts.

# CHE NM505-020

$249.85
REG $283.50

4.5L CONTAINER 
W/SPOUT
Plastic polyethylene measurer. 
4.5 litre capacity with 
removable spout. Flexible, 
durable, spark-proof, rust proof 
and dent proof.

# DYN 14045

$9.81
REG $17.18

4”-6” STACK BRUSH
The stack brush makes 
cleaning the carbon stains 
from exhaust stacks on diesel 
trucks a breeze!

# BRO 201S

$24.74
REG $28.52

35QT 3-CAST 
WRINGER&BUCKET
Moulded from high impact 
structural foam polyethylene 
for durability and corrosion 
resistance.

# WHI 6000/2635

$144.66
REG $169.69

GREEN APPLE 
URINAL SCREEN
Urinal screen with block cleans 
and deodorizes for up to 30 
days. Features: non-para 
detergent block that is 100% 
biodegradable, contains 
enzymes to reduce odors, cage 
designed to keep block above 
water level.

# JAN 17129

$2.69
REG $3.05

ARMOR ALL GLASS 
WIPES
Glass wipes are specially 
formulated to give windows a 
streak-free shine for maximum 
visibility. They’re ammonia free 
making them safe for factory 
tinted windows.

# ARM 10850

$6.99
REG $8.98

20KG PAIL X400 
LAUNDRY DET
A concentrated medium 
sudsing laundry compound 
extremely efficient in removing 
ground in dirt while not 
harming delicate fabrics.

# CHE L505 C232

$89.75
REG $100.77

42X48 75/CS 
XSTRONG BLK
Industrial garbage bags, 2700 
series. Made from a virgin 
rich blend of recycled post 
industrial LLDPE and premium 
super hexine resin.

# GAR 2787-01

$36.25
REG $42.16

22X36CC COCOA 
MAT
Cocoa matting is constructed 
form coconut husk fibers 
secured in a heavy-duty vinyl 
backing. This process makes 
cocoa mats ideal scraper 
mats,which effectively remove 
dirt, debris and moisture from 
shoes.

# MAT COCOA MAT

$27.95
REG $36.12

INSULATED TARP
3/16” foam between rip proof 
reinforced poly fabric. Spur 
grommets 24” o/c and lock 
stitched sewing.

$59.95
REG $64.80  
# TAR 12X20INS

$69.95
REG $76.14
#TAR 12X24INS
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AN ELECTRONIC VERSION OF THIS SPECIALS FLYER IS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK PAGE.

DROP INTO YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TODAY
AND SEE HOW YOU CAN SAVE!

CLAIRMONT

7405 - 99 Street 
T8X 5B1 
P: 780.567.1222 
F: 780.567.1234

EDSON

5540 - 3 Avenue 
T7E 1L6 
P: 780.723.5501 
F: 780.723.4532

FORT ST. JOHN

10407 Alaska Road 
V1J 1B1 
P: 250.785.6655 
F: 250.785.9432

HIGH PRAIRIE

5601 - 56 Street 
T0G 1E0 
P: 780.536.3852 
F: 780.536.3854

PEACE RIVER

8008 - 102 Avenue 
T8S 1M6 
P: 780.624.5153 
F: 780.624.3977

PRINCE GEORGE

5240 Continental Way 
V2N 5S5 
P: 250.562.7000 
F: 250.563.2158

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HOUSE

4412 - 42 Avenue 
T4T 1A1 
P: 403.845.5002 
F: 403.845.4195

WHITECOURT

3811 - 36 Street 
T7S 0A2 
P: 780.779.4900 
F: 780.779.9926

GRANDE PRAIRIE

HEAD OFFICE
9708 - 108 Street, T8V 4E2 

P: 780.539.9555 
F: 780.539.4650

FORT NELSON

METALIC SAFETY SUPPLY
4109 - 50 Avenue S,  V0C 1R0 

P: 250.775.6667 
F: 250.775.6668

www.metalicsafety.com

HINTON

150 North Street 
T7V 1S8 
P: 780.865.3931 
F: 780.865.7827

WATERPROOF
WINTER-PROOF

AND
SUPER
LIGHT

Keep your feet dry and 
toasty warm this winter 

without the heavy boots.

Lemigo boots remain 
flexible at low 

temperatures for 
ultimate comfort 

and they will 
not crack! 

�����

THE LIGHTEST BOOTS YOU HAVE EVER WORN!!

Waterproof, winter-proof and INSANELY light! Keep 
your feet dry and toasty warm this winter without 
heavy boots! Lemigo boots remain �exible at low 
temperatures for ultimate comfort and they will not 
crack! Just in time for Christmas – see them in store 
today! We have 3 styles available – Chuck (short), 
Vermont (rated to -70°C), and the Ladies Arctic Horse 
Boot (rated to -30°C).
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 RATED DOWN TO-30°C

 RATED DOWN TO-70°C


